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Saturday, December 5 & Sunday, December 6, 2020 

Let the HolyDays Celebrations Begin! 

  * A Special 4-Part TeleSeminar Weekend Event! * 

           
 

        

 

Seeing with the Eye of Spirit 
Psychic Tools to Wake-Up Your Clairvoyance 

Saturday, December 5    10 AM - 12 PM 

Seeing & Being Seen 
Spirit-to-Spirit Communication 

Saturday, December 5    1 PM - 3 PM 

Hang Up Your Hang-Ups 
Psychic Tools to Get Over Judgments 

Sunday, December 6    10 AM - 12 PM 

Psychic Shape-Shifting to Transform Your Life 
From Grumpiness to Grace 

Sunday, December 6      1 PM - 3 PM 

       The   
  Joy 
of      Spirit

✯
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+ PLUS + 

A Bonus Zoom Post-TeleSeminar Q&A, Talk-Story & “Tea” 
with  

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura 
Sunday, December 6      3:30 PM - 6:00 PM 

Dear Friends and Awakening Souls, 

Soon bells will ring and dreidels spin and, all the world over, angels will sing. 
While commercials tout Black Friday Sales and Holiday Specials, politicians hunt 
lame ducks, and football reigns over shiny new big screens, Spirit remains still, 
unconditional, ever-loving, giving, and joyous. In the world, we celebrate holidays 
with good cheer, community, and camaraderie, yet, often the true spirit of what we 
are gathering together to celebrate gets lost in the shuffle of the noise and stress of 
the doing of celebration. So, we need to pause periodically and remember the 
purpose of celebrating our holidays. 

Holidays are to remind us of all that is holy. They are Holy Days. Throughout the 
year, many of us may get immersed in the busyness of living our lives in this world 
that we tend to forget why we are living here in the first place. Holy Days serve to 
remind us that we were Whole—Holy—before we began assuming that we are 
separate, independent, and isolated from that which is undivided, complete, and 
limitless.  

Often family members remind each other to remember where they came from. 
When they do, they are referring to their family, birthplace, where they grew up, 
their culture and community—their people. Yet, we make Holy Days here on earth 
to remind us where we really came from: That which is forever undivided and 
whole. God. And, it is the Spirit of God that imbues us with life as we live it. Holy 
Days are meant to remind us that, yes, we are in this world, but we are not of it. 
They are meant to remind us, not only of our origin, but that we are Spirit—and 
One. 

What do we need to be, do, and have to truly celebrate all that is Holy? We need to 
celebrate in the joyousness of Spirit and in the spirit of joyousness. So, that is what 
we’ll do. And, we’ve created a special remote weekend event of four teleclasses to 
help you re-discover that Joy of Spirit in you and a bonus Zoom get-together 
afterwards in which I’ll answer your questions and talk-story with you, all-the-while 
you sip your tea or have your ice cream in the comfort of your own home! Through 



each of these teleclasses, you’ll learn to be able to more easily be, have, and 
celebrate the spirit that you are every day. 

The entire set of four teleclasses, offered via a tele-conferencing service, make for a 
comprehensive weekend seminar, but you are welcome to join us for any or all of 
them as you’d like. As always, within a week or two after the weekend, each 
participant will receive the link/s to a professionally mastered mp3 audio download 
of whichever class you attended/purchased, so that you can review the classes as 
much as you’d like. 

Below, you’ll find the individual titles and a brief description for each of the 
teleclasses. We invite you to join us and joyously celebrate your life during this 

transformational time, while you learn powerful ways to experience and live:   

 

 

        

 

TELECLASS 1: Saturday, December 5  / 10 AM - 12 PM 

Seeing with the Eye of Spirit 
Psychic Tools to Wake-Up Your Clairvoyance 

The fastest way to live your life as spirit is to wake-up your clairvoyance and see 
with the single Eye of Spirit. In this world, we look and see the world through our 
two physical eyes. That is because this world is a world based on dichotomies—the 
twoness of division. Spirit, on the other hand is always and forever one and 
undivided. Once you start to learn to see with the single, undivided inner Eye of 
Spirit, you begin to see life, yourself, and the world around you in a vastly different 
light. In fact, you start to see everything in the light within you. You ARE the light of 
the world. As you do, you begin to live more of the miracle of your soul life. 

In this en-lightening class, you’ll learn many simple but powerful psychic tools that 
you can apply in your everyday life to wake-up your inner vision and see your life 
and the world more and more through the Eye of Spirit. What you learn will 
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transform your life so you would be able to experience more of the joy of being the 
spiritual being that you are. 

TELECLASS 2: Saturday, December 5  /  1 PM - 3 PM 

Seeing & Being Seen 
Spirit-to-Spirit Communication 

We all seek to be seen. Yet, all too often, we are afraid to truly be seen. Remember, 
you are the light of the world and you are meant to be seen, the world over. If you 
are not seen, how can you have real communication with anyone? But, if you are to 
be seen, you need to see more clearly first.  

In this world everything seems to be divided, yet, in Spirit, all is undivided and one. 
So, as you start to live your spiritual life more and more, what you would like from 
others, you have to be able to have it and offer it first! You’ll discover that giving 
and receiving are one and the same. To receive the kind of communication you 
would like to have, you must first offer the same kind of communication to others.  

That basic desire to be seen is the desire to have real communication. And, that 
true intimacy and communication between any of us can only happen if we each 
communicate as spirit to others as the same one spirit. Only then, we dissolve the 
barriers that appear to separate us from one another in this world. 

In this experiential class, you’ll learn to communicate as the spirit that you are to 
others as the same spirit that they are. You’ll also learn psychic tools that will help 
you practice and apply that more and more in your daily life so that you can 
experience more of that Joy of Spirit that comes from seeing, being seen, and 
communicating spirit-to-spirit with everyone and every aspect of life. As you learn 
and practice this, you will transform and heal all of your relationships. 

TELECLASS 3: Sunday, December 6  /  10 AM - 12 PM 

Hang Up Your Hang-Ups 
Psychic Tools to Get Over Judgments 

What would happen if you hung up your hang-ups—for good? We all have some 
kinds of hang-ups. In the dictionary, a “hang-up” is defined simply as “an 
emotional problem or inhibition”. No matter the variety, we can’t end up with any 
hang-ups unless we first are stuck in our judgments. In my personal experience, I’ve 



known many beautiful people who believed they were ugly. The consideration that 
one is ugly is never the truth, only a judgment. The world and the people that 
populate this world are full of judgments of every kind. Yet, judgments, good or 
bad, are never true. 

When you hang up a hang-up you might believe in, you’ll experience more of the 
Joy of Spirit within your own being. As you learn to let go of whatever judgment 
you may have previously assumed was true, you will live a much happier, healthier 
life. So, in this class, you’ll learn much about what judgments are and how to let go 
of those judgments that you have been living your life in unconsciously. You might 
not consider yourself a judgmental person, but, everyone has judgments they are 
not aware of. 

In this sure-to-be-fun—and profound—class, you will also learn many psychic tools 
to get over more of the judgments within your mind that have plagued you without 
you knowing it. You’ll learn to apply those tools in your daily life so that you can 
catch yourself whenever you are living in judgment of yourself, of others, and of the 
world around you. Applying what you learn in this class in your daily life will 
certainly lead you to waking up and living much more of the Joy of Spirit. 

TELECLASS 4: Sunday, December 6  /  1 PM - 3 PM 

Psychic Shape-Shifting to Transform Your Life 
From Grumpiness to Grace 

How would you like to learn to shape-shift? Of course, generally, shape-shifters are 
considered to be those who can change their physical form at will. But, if form fits 
function, wouldn’t your form change as you change the way you are and live? 
When you’re angry, you might scowl and tighten up. Isn’t that a kind of shape-
shifting? When you’re happy, you break into a smile and can even brighten up a 
whole room. Your form changes with where you’re at in relationship to yourself and 
your life, even momentarily. Over time, we see those who have been consistently 
grouchy a good portion of their lives becoming fixed in a rigid, brittle form, 
whereas those who have been mostly happy throughout their lives moving more 
gracefully through their day. Yes, we all shape-shift naturally, but often fail to notice 
it ourselves. 

What would happen, however, if you could psychically shape-shift at will? How 
can you learn to fundamentally transform your life by shape-shifting yourself from 
any kind of unhappiness to a more joyful state of being? Wouldn’t you like to 
shape-shift yourself from any kind of grumpiness into living more in the effortless 
dance of grace?  



The purpose of this class is for you to be able to do just that. We could call it 
transforming your life one grumpy moment at a time! In this class you’ll learn what 
makes you unhappy and how to shift from that state of mind to another more joyful 
one. You’ll learn about your capacity to have or receive more of Life’s All-
Givingness and abundance. You will learn many psychic tools to help you shape-
shift yourself from grumpiness to grace that you can apply in your life every day so 
that you can live more of the Joy of Spirit. 

+ PLUS + 

BONUS: Sunday, December 6  /  3:30 PM - 6:00 PM 

Zoom Post-TeleSeminar Q&A, Talk-Story & “Tea” 
with  

Michael & Raphaelle Tamura 

Whether you join us for one of these teleclasses or all of them, you will be invited 
to join us on Sunday after all of them are done for a bonus Zoom Video gathering. 
You’ll have a chance to ask questions you might have from the classes, as well as 
“hang out” with us in a more social space where we’ll “talk-story”, while we sip on 
our cups of tea or enjoy a bowl of ice cream or visually share a snack! Learning 
happens in many ways and it’s often important to have a few hours to just relax, 
communicate, and enjoy one another’s company after spending a concentrated 
period of time in classes. It’s a great time for beginning the all-important process of 
integrating what you learned. This is a fun bonus session we enjoy having with all 
the class participants. 

To register for any or all of these teleclasses or for any information, please call our 
office at 530-926-2650 during normal business hours Pacific Time Monday-Friday. 
Hope to see you in class! 


